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Kilburn Junior School 

 Art CURRICULUM 
 

At Kilburn Junior School, Art is viewed as a creative and expressive subject which allows 
children to record their own experiences, ideas and feelings through a medium that is 
personalised and reflective of themselves. Our art curriculum aims to ensure that all 
children are given the opportunities to produce creative work, explore their own feelings 
and ideas, and learn about great artists, craft makers and designers, whilst understanding 
the historical and cultural importance and development of a range of art forms. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

INSPIRE CURRICULUM VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES  
 

 

 

 
At the heart of the art curriculum is the Embark Federation Multi-Academy Trust 
values. Children are often encouraged to work in teams to explore ideas and share their 
reflections on their own and others’ work with integrity, honesty and kindness. They 
understand that success is achieved through hard work, perseverance and 
determination and that each success, no matter of size, is personalised to them.    
 
 

 

The art curriculum celebrates interpretations of art from a range of ages, nationalities, 
religions and beliefs. It celebrates the fact that art can appreciated by all, whilst also 
representing distinct groups of people. The art curriculum allows children the 
opportunity to study individual artists or a specific form of art and therefore provides 
and broad and balanced education of how expression can be portrayed in different 
walks of life to our own.  
 

 

Art allows children to demonstrate and develop a multitude of You 22 values: creativity, 
independence, inquisitiveness, collaboration, perseverance, self-control, precision, 
resilience, responsible, positivity and organised. 

 

 
Art is a subject which allows children to develop an understanding of where materials 
come from, their cost and availability and how this may impact artists or designers who 
are making decisions about sourcing their materials. In turn, children are more 
knowledgeable about choosing materials which are local, sustainable and more cost 
effective.   
 
 

 

Trailblazers can provide children with a range of natural materials, experiences and 
outdoor influences to explore, express and create their own individual pieces of art work. 
Through using natural materials, they can develop an understanding of how to preserve 
our environment and use sustainable materials in the future.   



Drawing 
Skills 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3A I can begin to experiment 

with the potential of using 
various pencils when drawing 
lines. 

3B   I can draw a still object using 
close observation.  

3C  I can accurately draw people. 
3D I can select ‘light’ and ‘dark’ 

pencils from a selection given 
to me by the teacher.  

3E   I can plan initial sketches in 
preparation for drawing and 
painting. 

3F   I can two stars and a wish my 
own piece of art. 

4A I can experiment with the 
potential of using various 
pencils when drawing lines. 

4B  I can  accurately draw a still 
      object using close observation. 
4C  I can accurately draw whole   
      people who are in scale and 
      proportion. 
4D I can identify and draw the 
     effect of light using different    
     pencil gradings.  
4E I can plan and use initial  
     sketches in preparation for  
     drawing and painting over the  
     top. 
4F I can two stars and a wish my 
     own and a friend’s piece of art. 

5A I can experiment with the 
potential of using various 
pencils when drawing lines 
and adding tone. 

5B   I can  accurately draw a still 
      object using close observation 
      and interpreting the texture 
      of a surface. 
5C  I can produce increasingly 
      accurate drawings of people 
      including proportion and 
      placement. 
5D I can identify the 
     effect of light on objects and  
     people from different  
    directions.  
5E I can draw initial faint  
     sketches in preparation for  
     drawing and painting over the  
     top. 
5F I can evaluate my own and 
     other’s art work. 
5G I can use a computer  
     programme to generate 
     drawings. 

6A I can experiment with the 
potential of using various 
pencils when drawing lines 
and adding tone. I can select 
the appropriate pencil to 
meet a specific task. 

6B   I can  accurately draw a still 
        object using close 
        observation, proportion, 
        placement and texture of a 
        surface. 
6C  I can produce increasingly 

accurate drawings of people 
whilst demonstrating a 
concept of perspectives.  

6D  I can identify and  
     demonstrate the effect of light  
     on objects and people from  
     different directions. 
6E I can accurately draw initial 
     faint sketches, which are in 
     scale, in preparation for 
     drawing and painting over the  
     top. 
6F I can evaluate my own and 
     other’s art work, suggesting 
     methods in which I can 
     improve. 
6G I can use a computer  
     programme to accurately 
     generate drawings. 

 

 



Drawing 

KEY VOCABULARY 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
Experiment 

Observe 
Sketch 

 

Experiment 
Observe 
Sketch 
Scale 

Proportion 
Light 
Dark 

Experiment 
Observe 
Sketch 
Scale 

Proportion 
Light 
Dark 
Tone 

Direction 
Perspective 

Interpret 
Demonstrate 

Texture 

Experiment 
Observe 
Sketch 
Scale 

Proportion 
Light 
Dark 
Tone 

Direction 
Perspective 

Interpret 
Demonstrate  

Texture 
Evaluate 

Placement 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Colour and painting  
SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3a I can begin to experiment with  
     mixing colours. 
3b I can make a colour wheel. 
3c  I can begin to introduce different  
     types of brushes to my work. 
3d I can being to apply colour using  
     dotting, scratching and splashing. 

4a I can experiment with mixing and  
     matching different colours,  
     thinking about tint, tone and  
     shade. 
4b I can observe different colours  
     and select certain colours to  
     reflect mood. 
4c I can introduce different  
     types of brushes to my work and  
     suggest the most suitable  
     equipment for the task. 

5a I can experiment with mixing and  
     matching different colours,  
     thinking about hue, tint, tone,  
     shade and mood. 
5b I can observe different colours  
     and select certain colours to  
     reflect mood and purpose. 
5c  I can begin to explore the use of  
     texture in colour. 

6a I can confidently experiment with  
     mixing and matching different  
     colours, thinking about hue, tint,  
     tone, shade and mood. 
6b I can observe different colours  
     and select certain colours to  
     reflect mood, purpose and to  
     express feelings. 
6c I can confidently explore the use  
     of texture in colour. 

 

 

KEY VOCABULARY 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
Colour 
Brushes 
Dotting  

Scratching 
Splashing 

Mixing 

Colour 
Mixing 
Tone 

Shade 
Tint 

Observe 
Reflect 

Colour 
Mixing 
Hue 
Tone 

Shade 
Tint 

Observe 
Reflect 

Purpose 
Texture 
Mood 

Colour 
Mixing 
Hue 
Tone 

Shade 
Tint 

Observe 
Reflect 

Purpose 
Texture 
Mood 

Express 
 

 



Printing 

SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3a I can mix colours by overlapping  
     different coloured prints.  
3b I can record different textures and  
     patterns. 
3c I can begin to use relief and  
    impressed printing. 

4a I can modify and adapt a  
     previous print. 
4b I can use a sketchbook to record  
     textures and patterns. 
4c I can use relief and  
    impressed printing. 

5a I can combine a selection of 
prints together. 

5b  I can use a sketchbook to record  
      textures and patterns, discussing 
      and evaluating my own and 
      other’s work. 
5c I can design my own prints. 

6a I can combine a selection of 
     prints together. 
6b I can use a sketchbook to record  
      textures and patterns, discussing 
      and evaluating my own and 
      other’s work with constructive 
      criticism.  
6c I can build up drawings and 

images of whole or parts of 
items to design my own 
prints. 

 

 

KEY VOCABULARY 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
Relief printing 

Impressed printing 
Record 
Texture  
Patterns 

Record 
Texture  
Patterns 
Interpret 
Modify 
Adapt 

Record 
Texture  
Patterns 
Interpret 
Modify 
Adapt 

Combine 
Design 
Discuss 

Record 
Texture  
Patterns 
Interpret 
Modify 
Adapt 

Combine 
Design 
Discuss 
Explore 

Evaluate 
 

 

 



Textiles 

SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3a I can use smaller eyed needles 

and finer threads. 
3b I can begin to use weaving. 
3c I can begin to use tie dying. 

4a I can use a variety of stitches. 
4b I can make observations and 

comments around the design 
of textural art. 

4c I can experiment with creating 
mood, feeling and movement 
by comparing different 
fabrics and selecting the most 
appropriate.  

5a I can select appropriate stitches 
and materials. 

5b I can use my observations and 
thoughts about textural art to 
begin to embellish work. 

5c I can experiment with fabric 
making. 

5d I can name artists using textiles. 
5e I can use stories, music and poems 

as stimuli. 

6a I can apply my knowledge of 
stitches and techniques to 
express feelings. 

6b I can develop experience in 
embellishing. 

6c I can experiment with fabric 
making, which represents mood 
and feeling. 

6d I can work collaboratively on a 
larger scale. 

 

 

KEY VOCABULARY 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
Thread 
Needle 

Weaving 
Tie dye 
Stitch 

Stitch 
Observe 
Texture 

 

Select 
Stitch 

Embellish 
Fabric 

Embellish 
Apply 

Technique 
Express 

 

 

 



Form   

SKILLS 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
3a I can begin to develop the 

skills of shape, form, 
modelling and constructing 
when working with 
malleable and rigid 
materials. 

3b I can understand the use of 
adhesives and different 
methods of construction. 

3c I can plan and design my own 
work based upon another’s. 

4a I can experience a range of 
surface patterns and 
textures when working with 
malleable and rigid 
materials. 

4b I can analyse and interpret 
natural and manmade 
forms of construction. 

4c I can plan and design my own 
work. 

5a I can use shape, form, 
modelling and joining when 
working with malleable and 
rigid materials. 

5b I can discuss and evaluate my 
own work and that of 
sculptors. 

5c I can plan and design my own 
ideas using observation and 
imagination.  

6a I can confidently use shape, 
form, modelling and joining 
when working with 
malleable and rigid 
materials. 

6b I can discuss and evaluate my 
own work and that of 
sculptors. 

6c I can plan and design my own 
ideas using observation, 
imagination and different 
ranges of media. 

 

KEY VOCABULARY 

YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 
Shape 
Form 
Model 

Construct 
Adhesive  

Shape 
Form 
Model 

Construct 
Adhesive 
Pattern 
Texture 
Sculptor 
Natural 

Manmade 

Shape 
Form 
Model 

Construct 
Adhesive 
Pattern 
Texture 
Sculptor 
Natural 

Manmade 
Join 

Shape 
Form 
Model 

Construct 
Adhesive 
Pattern 
Texture 
Sculptor 
Natural 

Manmade 
Join 

Properties of media 
 

 



 Kilburn Junior School 

Domain Taxonomies 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Taxonomy VERBS 
COGNITIVE AFFECTIVE PSYCHOMOTOR 

Synthesising – Categorizes, Combines, 
Compiles, Composes, Creates, Devises, Designs, 
Explains, Generates, Modifies, Organizes, Plans, 
Rearranges, Reconstructs, Relates, Reorganizes, 
Revises, Rewrites, Summarizes, Tells, Writes 

Evaluating –  Appraises, Compares, 
Concludes, Contrasts, criticizes, critiques, 
defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates, 
explains, interprets, justifies, relates, summarizes, 
supports 

Analysing – Analyzes, Breaks Down, 
Compares, Contrasts, Diagrams, Deconstructs, 
Differentiates, Discriminates, Distinguishes, 
Identifies, Illustrates, Infers, Outlines, Relates, 
Selects, Separates 

1. Applying – Applies, Changes, Computes, 
Constructs, Demonstrates, Discovers, 
Manipulates, Modifies, Operates, Predicts, 
Prepares, Produces, Relates, Shows, Solves, Uses 

Understanding – Comprehends, Converts, 
Defends, Distinguishes, Estimates, Explains, 
Extends, Generalizes, Gives an Example, Infers, 
Interprets, Paraphrases, Predicts, Rewrites, 
Summarizes, Translates 

Remembering – Defines, Describes, Identifies, 
Knows, Labels, Lists, Matches, Names, Outlines, 
Recalls, Recognizes, Reproduces, Selects, States 

Characterising – Act, Discriminate, Display, 
Influence, Internalize, Listen, Modify, Perform, 
Practice, Propose, Qualify, Question, Revise, 
Serve, Solve, Use, Verify 

Organising –  Adhere, Alter, Arrange, Codify, 
Combine, Compare, Defend, Discriminate, 
Display, Explain, Generalize, Identify, Integrate, 
Modify, Order, Organize, Prepare, Relate, 
Systemize, Weigh 

6. Valuing – Accept, Complete, Defend, 
Describe, Devote, Differentiate, Explain, Follow, 
Form, Initiate, Invite, Join, Justify, Propose, 
Puruse, Read, Report, Seek, Select, Share, 
Study, Work 

7.  
8. Responding – Answer, Assist, Complete, 

Comply, Conform, Cooperate, Discuss, Examine, 
Greet, Help, Label, Obey, Perform, Practice, 
Present, Read, Recite, Report, Respond, Select, 
Tell, Write 

1. Receiving – Accept, Ask, Attend, Choose, 
Describe, Develop, Follow, Give, Hold, Identify, 
Locate, Name, Point to, Recognize, Select, Sit 
Erect, Reply, Use  

Origination – Arranges, Builds, Combines, 
Composes, Constructs, Creates, Designs, Initiate, 
Makes, Originates. 

Adaptation – Adapts, Alters, Changes, 
Rearranges, Reorganizes, Revises, Varies 

Complex overt response – NOTE: The Key 
Words are the same as Mechanism, but will 
have adverbs or adjectives that indicate that 
the performance is quicker, better, more 
accurate, etc. 

Mechanism – Assembles, Calibrates, 
Constructs, Dismantles, Displays, Fastens, Fixes, 
Grinds, Heats, Manipulates, Measures, Mends, 
Mixes, Organizes, Sketches 

Guided response – Copies, Traces, Follows, 
React, Reproduce, Responds 

Set – Begins, Displays, Explains, Moves, 
Proceeds, Reacts, Shows, States, Volunteers 

Perception – Chooses, Describes, Detects, 
Differentiates, Distinguishes, Identifies, Isolates, 
Relates, Selects 

 

 

COGNITIVE AFFECTIVE PSYCHOMOTOR 
1. Synthesising – creating new material, 

putting together distinct ideas to create a 
coherent whole 

2. Evaluating – presenting and defending 
opinions about information, criticality 

3. Analysing – examining and breaking 
down information into component parts 
and identifying relationships between 
those parts  

4. Applying – using acquired knowledge 
in a new situation 

5. Understanding – comprehension may 
be demonstrated by describing, 
organising or interpreting 

6. Remembering – key information is 
memorised 

1. Characterising – 
abstract knowledge is 
built 

2. Organising – 
different pieces of 
learning can be 
structured and linked 
within a schema 

3. Valuing – value is 
assigned to a piece of 
learning 

4. Responding – active 
participation 

5. Receiving – passively 
paying attention 

1. Origination – new movement patterns can 
be created in response to complex situation   

2. Adaptation – learned responses can be 
modified for different situations 

3. Complex overt response – skilful 
performance of complex motor patterns 

4. Mechanism – the action has become 
habitual and can be performed with some 
confidence and accuracy 

5. Guided response – imitation, trial and 
error, practice is needed 

6. Set – readiness to act 
7. Perception – the use of sensory cues to 

guide motor activity 

DEEPER  
LEARNING 

SURFACE 

LEARNING 



NOTES 
 


